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This master thesis studies external and internal forces affecting organizational change process
in combination with open innovation practices in SMEs that are in their renewal stage of
organizational life-cycle. This research applies qualitative methods and case study research
strategy to the research of organizational change process in 24 European SMEs. This work aims
to answer how forces for change influence the change process in SME; what is the difference
between external and internal forces in their impact; how can open innovation practices
contribute the change process in SME. The organizational change process is described with
self-elaborated change process model; four types of changes in SMEs are investigated and
categorized. The research propositions in this work also address such issues as lack of resources
in SME, market turbulence, obstacles for organizational change. The results of the analysis are
discussed and interpreted in order to close the theoretical gap of SME investigations in the
intersection of organizational life-cycle theory, organizational change theory and open
innovation concept. The study is limited by the characteristics of data sample: investigated
SMEs are innovative companies in the renewal stage of organizational life-cycle and the
research process does not address other stages.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Innovations nowadays are an extremely important issue in many aspects of our life, as they
form ways of living and the pace of technological development. Thus they have extremely
noticeable impact on the economics and so they become the object of economical and
managerial investigations, being analyzed from many various angles.
Living in the modern era of extremely fast developing technological inventions and
contrivances it is impossible to miss the fact how the modern everyday life differs from the life
we had in early 2000’s. Technological environment inevitably influences the environment, and
economic environment is not excluded, that provides a great amount of issues to research,
questions to answer, propositions to make. New theories and concepts continue to appear, and
some of them become defining for modern economic and managerial scientific fields.
The Open Innovation concept created by Henry Chesbrough (2003) and first described in his
work “Open Innovation: The New Imperative for Creating and Profiting from Technology” is
one of these concepts. He described how the very paradigm of innovation has changed in some
organizations from different industries, mostly high-technological, from closed know-how to
more open innovative activities.
As innovation process is mentioned as having a serious impact on economic growth and
technological development, it is also important to say, that one of the factors of this growth and
development are SMEs (Albats et al., 2019). While being the “backbone of European economy”
(Infographics for the Annual Report on European SMEs 2018/2019), many SMEs are
vulnerable to the turbulent environment they exist in, and this often makes them inevitably
transform. The change process and the forces that cause the changes in SMEs has been chosen
as an issue for this research work, together with the Open Innovation process and SMEs
themselves.

1.1. Research gap
The main challenge for this work is to find a suitable research framework for SMEs because of
the peculiarities that differ them from larger firms and corporations, as SMEs still lack deep
empirical research in many aspects even within the well-developed theories about
organizational life cycle and organizational change management.
The innovative capabilities of SMEs often become core interesting issue that is being
investigated by many researchers, bringing out discussions whether SMEs are more or less
innovative than bigger organizations (Narula, 2004) and SME’s size issues like “liability of
7

smallness” and resource constraints like by Van de Vrande et al. (2009). Lack of resources
becomes important issue in this research in the context of change force analysis as it brings us
to understanding of the role of open innovation practices in the investigated cases.
The third important theory that is addressed in this work is organizational life-cycle theory. The
sample of cases that were chosen for deeper investigation all are in their renewal life-cycle
stage. This aspect is studied in the literature review chapter of this work.
The “opening up” of the innovation process in SMEs and how they cope with the challenges
and adapt to the new paradigms in organizational, strategical, managerial sense becomes the
most interesting research gap in the intersection of all these directions (Figure 1):

Organizational
life-cycle

Organizational
change

Open
innovation

Figure 1. Intersection of theories and OI concept in the research gap
This research makes an attempt to look into this gap suggesting the fact that in the situation of
resource constraints some SMEs can apply open innovation approach during the process of
changes, or in situations that provoke changes in SMEs.
All three dimensions are important for this research work as each of them considers different
aspects. Organizational life-cycle theory provides strong and well-developed theoretical
background for the understanding of organizational development with various conceptual
models that describe the stages and states that organization goes through and approaches for
investigation of this process, also considering different types of organization – large firms and
SMEs, that is most important for this work as the cases investigated here are European SMEs
that are at the renewal stage of their life-cycle.
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The same can be said about the organizational change theory that provides the theoretical
framework for the research process of changes and transformations that happen in organizations
and SMEs. The change process in SMEs is the core object of the analysis in this work.
The open innovation concept is another important point to investigate in this research work as
all the cases are implementing open innovation practices in their activities, and these practices
are analyzed considering their impact in the change process of SMEs.
The full theoretical research background for this work is outlined in the literature review chapter
of this thesis, starting with exploring of the actual concepts of organizational life-cycle theory
and organizational change theory and ending with open innovation management theory, all of
them considering SMEs.

1.2. Research questions, goals, objectives and limitations
With a research gap consisting of three directions it is important to clearly understand how to
combine them into one focus that enlightens the main questions for the work needed to answer:
How can the external and internal forces for change influence the change process in SME?
How differs the process of change in SMEs facing external and internal forces?
How open innovation practices contribute to the process of change in SMEs?
This research work aims to answer these questions with the means of qualitative research
methods and to draw out the research approach that can be possibly applied to explore the
change process in other SMEs that plan to implement OI practices. The methodology and choice
of methods and approaches are described in details in the methodology chapter of this works.
With SMEs, organizational change process, organizational life-cycle stage and open innovation
being the objectives of this work it is vital to draw the limitations for the research process to
create the needed concentration level and to get clear and liable answers to the research
questions. Here the data sample (that is only SMEs that are on their Renewal organizational
life-cycle stage) works as a limitation itself, as it shows not all variants and types of forces that
affect SMEs, and OI practices that are applied by these SMEs do not show the full specter of
OI methods and approaches. This method of analysis can be possibly implied in research of
other SMEs, but the results that are shown and discussed in this master thesis cannot be
extrapolated.

1.3. Research process
Shortly the outline of the analysis in this research is based on the intersection between the
scientific framework and connections between different parts of it and the change process in
9

the cases studied in depth. So the process of analysis can be described in several steps that show
the vision of change process (Figure 2), followed by discussion of the findings and conclusions:
Renewal stage of life-cycle: need for change
Forces for change: internal or external
Open innovation in the change process
Four types of changes by Nadler & Tushman (1995)
Figure 2. Conceptual research process
It is important to understand the theoretical background for each step, as the research process
touches several directions: organizational life-cycle theory applied to SMEs, change
management and open innovation concept. To get the full picture each part has been reviewed
considering the current framework and existing concepts.
Following the research process, the structure of the thesis consists of following chapters and
paragraphs:
1. Introduction
2. Literature review
1) Organizational life-cycle theory
2) Organizational change theory
3) Open innovation concept
3. Methodology
1) Research design
2) Data collection
3) Main steps of the analysis
4) Analysis
4. Results
5. Discussion of the results
6. Conclusions
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

To build the consistent understanding of the theoretical background for this research, the
literature has been reviewed according to the three main directions that form the research gap
of this work: Organizational life-cycle theory, Organizational change theory and Open
Innovation concept. Organizational life-cycle theory and organizational change theory has been
developing for quite long time, that makes it important to observe this development in time to
understand better the modern concepts. Open innovation part in this review describes not only
the development of the concept, but also observes shortly the innovation process in SMEs and
the intersection of innovation and open innovation aspects with the change management issues.
This work addresses theoretical gap in intersection of three important directions: organizational
life-cycle theory, organizational change theory and open innovation concept also considering
the fact that the object of study is SME. So the process of search and collection of needed
theoretical sources for this review consisted of several steps that were repeated until the needed
number of sources was reached.
The starting point of search was Google Scholar as it accumulates information from different
sources, provides big amount of links to other databases and specialized networks (Scopus,
Web of Science, Researchgate, etc.), and shows the number of results that can include or not
include links to citations. The possibility to choose the year or period of publication helps to
follow the development of the literature in time if needed. The next direction of search in
literature reviews and lists of sources in papers, this approach broadens up the search process.
In both cases it can happen that the source that is looked for is not available.
The next important aspect was to formulate the keywords for search and try the combinations
of them using operators. The first level of search was for each direction personally and in
combination with keyword “SME”: “organizational life-cycle” and “organizational life-cycle
AND SME”, “organizational change” alone and combination “organizational change AND
SME”, “open innovation” and “open innovation AND SME” (the abbreviation SME was tried
also in full form – small and medium enterprises). After that the combinations of two main
directions (with and without adding SMEs) were tried: “organizational life-cycle” AND
“organizational change”; “organizational life-cycle” AND “open innovation”; “organizational
change” AND “open innovation”, etc. The same approach was applied to the combination of
all three and different variants of combinations of keywords.
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2.1. Organizational life cycle (OLC) theory
Organizational life-cycle theory plays an important part in this research work as the stage of
life-cycle has been the main and only characteristic for data sampling: all the cases that are
studied in depth in this work considered to be at the Renewal stage of life-cycle. This makes it
important to understand the core ideas of this theory, to follow its development in time and so
the implications for SMEs as a form of organization.
2.1.1. The development of OLC theory in time
Gray & Tam (2016) suggest four main periods of developing of the organizational life cycle
theory including both large and small and medium organizations:
I.
II.

Primitive Period (1950’s-1960’s)
Contextual Period (1970’s)

III.

The Enhanced Period (1980’s)

IV.

Validated Period (1990’s and beyond)

Gray & Tam (2016) trace the Primitive Period of OLC theory back to the 1950’s, organizational
life cycle theory tends to look at the life cycles of firms in a biological way like at a humanbeing. Talking about later period, authors tell shortly about scholars like Chandler (1962),
Lippit and Schmidt (1967) and Downs (1967), who start to address life-cycle as a process of
development and growth of firm through stages with more aspects and details, and about the
first notes of small and medium enterprises (SMEs), that appear at Steinmetz’s work (1969)
(Gray & Tam, 2016).
Considering the Contextual period of 1970’s, Gray and Tam (2016) outline the active
development of the OLC theory and different stage models like three-staged model by Scott in
1971 (based on Lippit and Shmidt (1967)), later an influential work by Greiner (1972)
suggesting five main stages of organizational growth, nine-staged model by Torbert (1974),
four-staged model of growth by Lyden (1975), three-staged model of structural changes by Katz
and Kahn (1978) and first works of Adizes (1979) with ten-stage model of OLC.
Still through the first two periods the context of SMEs has not been covered well enough, but
in the Enhanced Period of 1980’s a lot of works appeared that looked into the SME environment
trying to reconsider and improve the existing OLC models (Gray & Tam, 2016). In this period
Gray and Tam (2016) outline such researchers and research teams like Cameron and Whetten
(1981), who later would be the first to include the decline stage into their model (Cameron, Kim
and Whetten (1987)); Galbraith with five-staged conceptual model of growth (1982); Churchill
and Lewis (1983) with an empirically developed OLC model specifically for SME, based on
12

Greiner’s (1972) work; Quinn and Cameron (1983) and Miller and Friesen (1983, 1984) who
extensively studied earlier works and create four- and five-staged models respectively;
researchers like Mintzberg (1984) and Smith et al. (1985) who added another empirical
evidences about managerial power and priorities in connection with existing OLC theoretical
ground; Scott and Bruce (1987) with their model of non-linear SME growth; and Kazanjian and
Drazin (1989, 1990) developing four-staged model new firms.
Gray and Tam (2016) also describe the Validated period (1990’s and beyond) as full of interest
to the concepts of linear or non-linear organizational growth process and attempts to reconsider
existing models in empirical ways.
2.1.2. Contemporary concept
In the last two periods, suggested by Gray and Tam (2016), it can be seen that common
framework starts to doubt that the organizational growth process should always be linear: many
OLC models show the development process of organization as step-by-step process, but it is
not the only way and some organizations can repeat some stages. They argue that there is no
strict decision whether the firm grows in linear way through stages, in strictly non-linear way
through states, or there can possibly be a mix of both ways (Gray and Tam, 2016).
As there is a lot of OLC development models that vary from three to ten stages, Gray and Tam
outline the idea that there are three stages that usually exist in every model, describing the
developing of the idea through the works of researches of that time – Smith et al. (1985) and
others. These stages are: Birth/Inception, Growth/High-Growth and Maturity (Gray and Tam,
2016). Miller and Friesen in their work “A Longitudinal Study of the Corporate Life Cycle”
(1984) call them “phases” and suggest two more phases: The Revival Phase and The Decline
Phase, but these phases depict not only the development or the peculiarities of organization
activities, but also the fact that the firm grows through all these phases, thus, the Birth Phase
stands for small size of the firm, Growth – medium size, Maturity – for the larger size, etc.
(Miller and Friesen, 1984). Many researchers of that period consider not only the size aspect,
but also other characteristics like flexibility, level of formality and centralization in managing
process, the complexity of planning the decisions (Smith et al., 1985; Mintzberg, 1984). This
five stage model becomes quite common throughout the following research works on the
subject (see Lester et al. 2003, Jirasek and Bilek, 2018). Jirasek and Bilek (2018) review the
development of the stage models through the time with an overview of the main aspects of the
reviewed studies.
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2.1.3. OLC theory for SMEs
The organizational life-cycle theory starts to consider SMEs as differing in their growth and
development stages and states from larger firms in the end of 1960’s with the work of Steinmetz
(1969), who depicts the process of growth of small business and describes problems that are
specific for SMEs, and later developed through works of other researchers, like Gaibraith
(1982), who identified five stages of SME’s growth in connection with terms of processes and
structure, employee and leadership. Based on Greiner’s (1972) studies, another empirical
contribution was made by Churchill & Lewis (1983), who made a special concept of life cycles
for SMEs and addressed various organizational issues in the stages of model. In similar way
the OLC was studied by Miller and Friesen (1983, 1984) with important addition of success or
failure aspect. Scott and Bruce (1987) also suggest five-stage model of SME growth and argued
the non-linear process for this.
The next important period when the OLC theory developed in its consideration of SMES is
1990’s and 2000’s (Gray & Tam, 2016). Life-cycles in SMEs began to be studied empirically
by many researchers: works of Hanks et al. (1993) that describe not only stages of development
and growth, but also various aspects of the firm and how they change in stages of the model;
noticeable work of Rutherford et al. (2003), who presented large empirical study considering
human resource management on different life-cycle stages in almost three thousands of SMEs.
Thus it can be assumed that in the 2000’s organizational life-cycle theory got a well-formulated
branch of conceptual models and studies considering SMEs with their peculiarities in process
of growth and development that differs from the bigger organizations and firms.
2.2. Organizational change theory
Another theoretical field in the management studies investigates the nature of changes and
transformations in organizations and firms. As it happened before, a lot of ideas had been taken
from other disciplines and sciences – so here it was social science, where Kurt Lewin (1951)
adopted and developed the idea of opposing forces that form the process of change (Lewin’s
Force Field Theory about forces driving change described in the next paragraph of thesis).
Three main directions of organizational change theory are concepts about the main sources,
reasons and forces that make organizations transform and change and various theories and
typologies about the nature of change itself. These directions seem to try to answer two main
question of the change process: “Why?” and “How?”, and in this from one side theoretical tries
and from the other side practitioners experiments a lot of different conceptual models are
created.
14

2.2.1. Contemporary concepts
One of the oldest and thus considered to be “simple and straight-forward in their approach to
organizational changes” models (Alase, 2017) – Lewin’s theory on unfreezing, moving, and
refreezing, is often referred to, but taken out of the main context of Lewin’s theory that is
deeply developed analysis of forces in the field of change (also known as “force field analysis”
– conceptual view of it is demonstrated in Figure 3), that was just illustrated by the author with
a simple three-staged description that is “unfreeze-change-refreeze” (Swanson & Creed, 2014).

Figure 3. Conceptual view of Lewin’s Force Field (Source: Swanson & Creed, 2014, p.33)
The change process is not a simple task and being implemented not in a right way can be
followed by inappropriate result even with being aimed at best. It is vital to create a unique
strategy for every organization and look at the process of changes with attention and readiness
to correct the actions if needed. Though the most change theories are not practically based but
build in more theoretical way (Alase, 2017), they give a perfect ground for building a strategy
for changes.
More detailed typology of major environmental drivers for change, sources for changes and
main reasons the organizations chose to change are described in works by Bennet & Bennet
(2004) and Bush & Bennet (2014), such as data, information and knowledge, speed of
digitization and access to it, also organizations may be aimed to improve their performance,
development scope and transformation itself, and the sources for this can be external or internal.
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2.2.2. Typology of change
The changes themselves also differ in their characteristics, and the nature of organizational
changes are a source for many theories and concepts, typologies and categorizations.
Beer and Nohria (2000) developed two theories that determine the change strategies – theory E
and theory O, giving six main dimensions they apply to distinguish these two theories of
corporate change: goals, leadership, focus, process, reward system, and use of consultants
(Table 1):
Table 1. Dimensions of change and Theories E and O (Source: Beer and Nohria, 2000)
Dimensions

Theory E

Theory O

Theories E and O Combined

of Change
Goals

maximize

develop organizational

explicitly embrace the paradox

shareholder value

capabilities

between economic value and
organizational capability

Leadership

Focus

Process

manage change

encourage participation

set direction from the top and

from the top down

from the bottom up

engage the people below

emphasize

build up corporate

focus simultaneously on the hard

structure and

culture: employees’

(structures and systems) and the

systems

behavior and attitudes

soft (corporate culture

plan and establish

experiment and evolve

plan for spontaneity

programs
Reward

motivate through

motivate through

use incentives to reinforce change

System

financial incentives

commitment—use pay

but not to drive it

as fair exchange
Use of

consultants analyze

consultants support

consultants are expert resources

Consultants

problems and

management in shaping

who empower employees

shape solutions

their own solutions

Many researchers apply pair-like typologies, opposing one type to another, like incremental vs
transformational changes (Nadler & Tushman, 1993; Beer & Nohria, 2000), organization-wide
vs subsystem changes or remedial vs developmental (Jalagat, 2016), planned (episodic) vs
performative (continuous) (Tsoukas & Chia, 2000), planned vs emergent (Burnes, 2004, 2004,
2005; Nasim and Sushil, 2011; Jalagat R. C. Jr., 2016). Thus, pair-like typology is quite usual
approach and in change analysis it works well helping to build different variants of 2x2 matrixes
in order to classify the changes anyway needed as it to build strategy for changes in the
organization or to analyze the changes in cases.
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Nadler et al. (1995) develop four main types of changes based on the character of these changes
with one dimension describing the way of reaction of the firm to the change forces (externalreactive or internal-proactive and transformational-incremental respectively):
1) Reactive-transformational type named recreation;
2) Reactive-incremental type named adaptation;
3) Proactive-transformational type named reorientation;
4) Proactive-incremental type named tuning.
Figure 4 shows the typology as a 2x2 matrix:

PROACTIV REACTIVE
E

TRANSFORMATIONAL INCREMENTAL
RECREATION

ADAPTATION

REORIENTATION

TUNING

Figure 4. Typology of organizational changes (Source: Nadler & Tushman, 1995. Cited in:
Hayes, 2018, p.55)
Recreation type describes transformational change that are a reaction of the firm to some
external forces, that make the organization transform itself in a fast and simultaneous, even
revolutionary way, causing serious changes on most of the basic levels and parts.
Adaptation type is an incremental change provoked by some external forces that happen in an
adaptive way with longer time horizon given for the change process. Often this type of change
may need doing the same things, but in better or another way, still it is not about fundamental
change.
Reorientation type can involve changes as an answer to new opportunities in the market in order
to make the organization more effective or develop a competitive advantage. The basic
framework of the firm can be changed but in a more gradual way as usually it is an internally
forced change.
Tuning type describe the less intensive way of changing things, as it goes from inside of the
firm and does not need immediate transformations. Having the inner reason for change, the firm
may start seeking for new resources, developing new strategy, improving existing processes
and competencies.
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The intensity of change is considered to be an important factor that influences the way how the
change process can be realized and managed (Nadler et al. 1995). The typology of the intensity
can be described further in the Figure 5:

Figure 5. Intensity of change (Source: adapted from Hayes (2018) “The Theory and Practice
of Change Management”, p.59, Fig.3.8)
2.2.3. Conceptual models
Depicting the existing theoretical background of organizational change, it is important to look
at actual models and concepts, as there are a lot of various dimensions outlined by researchers
and focuses they look from at the subject.
Considered to be classical for organizational change management, the 8-step process of change
was developed by Harvard Business School professor John P. Kotter (1996). This conceptual
model suggests 8 steps of change process: point out urgency, build the team, build the strategy,
tell the vision, remove obstacles, create short-term wins, keep the gains, fix the change (Kotter,
1996).
One of the most detailed and well-known models is Model “7S” by McKinsey & Company
(Figure 6) that was first described by Peters & Waterman (1984).

Figure 6. 7S Model of change by McKinsey & Company (Source: Adapted from Figure 3:
McKinsey’s 7s Model, Peters, T. and Waterman, R. (1984))
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To make a closer view of people’s reactions to changes and thus to implement the personality
aspect to change process, the model ADKAR considers this human factor to be of same
importance as the changes themselves (Hiatt, 2006). The name of the model, ADKAR is an
acronym made of the first letters of the five steps: Awareness, Desire, Knowledge, Ability,
Reinforcement. Following this model, the process of change develops step-by-step (Figure 7):

Awareness
• Awareness of
the need to
change

Desire
• Desire to
participate in
and support the
change

Knowledge
• Knowledge of
how to change

Ability
• Ability to
implement the
change

Reinforcement
• Reinforcement
to sustain the
change

Figure 7. ADKAR model of change (Source: Hiatt, 2006)
Another step-by-step model, called The Deming Cycle, which was originally developed by Dr.
Williams Edwards Deming, and is also known as the Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle. This
model is process-like and describes the change in four stages: plan, do, check, act (Walton,
1988).
Some models imply approaches to changes from other scientific fields, like psychology,
adapting the understanding of human emotions and reactions to change in social life to
organizational change management. Thus, to the famous Kübler-Ross Change Curve that was
based on the five stages of grief (denial, anger, bargaining, depression, acceptance) gives a basis
to the transition model that it focuses on the emotional reactions throughout a change process
(Miller, 2017), though narrowing them down to only three stages: “Ending, losing, and letting
go, The neutral zone, The new beginning” (Bridges, 2009, pp. 4-5).
Another model that concentrates at human emotions in the change process is The Maurer 3
Levels of Resistance and Change Model. This model looks at the resistance to change process
and fail as the change result that makes this model quite different from many others and
considered to be unique in that it centers on what causes changes to fail. This model focuses on
three critical levels of resistance: I don’t get it, I don’t like it, I don’t like you (Maurer, 2016).
2.3. Open innovation
Though the term “Open innovation” was created by Henry Chesbrough (2003), some
researchers argue that the paradigm of opening boundaries between different market players is
not brand new and was realized as necessary by many firms much earlier than 2000’s (Herzog,
2011; Wynarczyk, 2013; Trott & Hartmann, 2009).
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2.3.1. Open innovation in SMEs
Open innovation concept is defined as “the use of purposive inflows and outflows of knowledge
to accelerate internal innovation and to expand the markets for external use of innovation”
(Chesbrough et al. 2006, p.1), and a lot of organizations, big and famous ones like Philips, IBM
and Procter & Gamble, are applying this approach and concept of openness for their benefit
(Hossain, 2015). Such examples for long time made researchers focus on large organizations
more than on SMEs. As we see from previous paragraphs of this literature review, SMEs are
not addressed personally from the very beginning of theory development like it happened with
organizational life-cycle theory or organizational change theory: at first they are not considered
as a separate type of organization, but at some point researches start to look at SMEs as an
object for investigation separated from the whole organizational theory.
This happens because SMEs in fact differ from large companies or giant international
organizations, and have peculiarities that influence many processes that happen in SME, like
innovation process and organizational change. Both existing in the same environment, large
organizations and SMEs are different in many aspects, but still they are influenced by many
external and internal factors, and they both may have to innovate, reacting to these factors
(Damanpour, 1991).
2.3.2. Innovation in SMEs
Starting with Schumpeterian hypothesis, the idea of large firms giving more source for
innovation (Schumpeter, 1942) developed in time, and now the modern concepts consider this
size and innovativeness issues in more detailed way, discussing more about “liability of
smallness” and lack of resources or expertise in SMEs (Van de Vrande et al., 2009; Parida et
al., 2012). External resources like knowledge and expertise or skills are often described in the
context of innovative process in organizations (Chesbrough, 2003), and various partnerships
created to find these resource, or even combination of different approach to the issue are often
described as useful and beneficial (Egbetokun et al., 2019). Finding the best combination of
competences and resources is the key to manage the innovation process (Tidd & Bessant, 2013).
Innovation capability and innovation culture can be influenced by the result of organizational
change process as it meets various barriers on its way, both external and internal, such as
regulations or social acceptance of innovation, or organization being too formalized in its
bureaucracy issues (Modransky et al., 2020). Considering SMEs’ vulnerability due to their lack
of resources and size issues, applying practices of open innovation can be a way for them to get
new resources, experience, skills and expertise (Vanhaverbeke, 2017).
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Open innovation concept is widely applied by all types of organizations, mainly in hightechnology industries, but they can be considered to be used more often by SMEs more
appropriate for SMEs (Van de Vrande et al., 2009; Handrich et al., 2015). Some researchers
argue that in the case of SMEs their peculiarities that differ them from large companies as more
vulnerable can help them make OI practices more beneficial for them than for big companies,
as SMEs are more agile in their reactions to changing environment, less formalized in their
management and tend to take risks easier (Parida et al.2012), others discuss the aspect of risks
that may have to face SMEs opting for open innovation, as it is inevitably double-faced process
(Brown et al., 2016). Open innovation practices also can be looked at considering two important
aspects: “technology sourcing” and “technology commercialization” (Herzog, 2011), as in fact
open innovation often means the organization goes out of its boundaries and capacities (Carroll
and Helfert, 2015).
The concept of open innovation process creates a great source for further research as we live
now in time that is characterized by turbulent changes of environment, and innovation process
in all types of organizations is not going to stop. As we see from the works on organizational
life-cycle theory, organizational change and open innovation, the innovative development
continues in SMEs, giving more evidences than ever. The change process in SMEs becomes an
interesting object for investigation as they can involve various aspects and combinations of
aspects of organization and be really structural like business model change (Albats et al., 2018).
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3. METHODOLOGY
The Research design of this work has mainly been defined by the data that are analyzed in this
work – the cases are the result of interviews and collected in the form of text, and qualitative
methods of research are the best way to conduct the analysis and draw the credible results of it
(Yin, 2014).
Qualitative research in this work allows to use one main method of analysis to investigate the
data in the form of cases in order to find and interpret main concepts and relationships between
them for further theory development and follows the mono method of qualitative study
(Saunders et al., 2009). With the cases of SMEs being the main and only data for the analysis
it also defined the strategy of this research – case study. This research strategy suggests that the
study process includes the understanding of real-life context during the in-depth analysis of the
chosen cases.
Considering the research questions of this work that are outlined in the introduction part, the
purpose of this study is mainly exploratory, as the analysis itself explores the data in deep details
and on several levels, starting with broad focus that becomes narrower with the progression of
the analysis, that also goes align with the case study research strategy (Saunders et al., 2009).
Only a part of all cases has been taken for further analysis in this paper. As the renewal stage
of the organizational life cycle is characterized by the state of uncertainty in the organization
(Jirasek & Bilek, 2018), it makes the research process of changes very productive and
potentially full of discoveries. The organization undergoing the stage of decline needs a change
to start a new cycle of further growth and development or at least to save existing place in the
market and commercial status quo depending on the forces that provoke the changes.

3.1. Data collection
The most important aspect for formulating the research design of this work is data collection.
Here secondary data is used for the analysis: the cases are the outcome of semi-structured
personal interviews with CEOs and managers of SMEs conducted for the large-scale research
project on open innovation in SMEs INSPIRE1. The primary data was validated and revised by
the interviewees to ensure the reliability of the interpretations (Albats et al., 2018).

1

A three-year project co-financed by the European Commission under the Horizon 2020 Programme, devoted to
leveraging open innovation in SMEs. For more information, please check the project info website: www.inspiresmes.info (Source: Albats et al., 2019)
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These SMEs are all Europe-based and imply open innovation practices in their activities, though
are from different regions of EU (Figure 8):

Figure 8. Diagram of countries of INSPIRE cases
For this research work only 24 cases were chosen purposefully to form a niche-research sample
of data. As the core research focus of this study is change process in SMEs, it was strategically
important to follow one sampling strategy. The initial sample of cases in the INSPIRE project
provides a broad specter of characteristics for each case, so it was decided to form the final
sample by one characteristic that is the organizational life-cycle stage. This point in
organizational life is a point of vulnerability that makes SMEs react even to slightest factors,
external or internal, so it provides a lot of information to investigate considering the change
process as a reaction to various forces from inside or from external environment. The final
sample contains 22% of all the cases of the INSPIRE project (Figure 9):
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Figure 9 Diagram of organizational life-cycle stages of INSPIRE cases
The cases of the INSPIRE project that were classified as having the renewal stage of
organizational life cycle that has been studied in depth in this paper are numbered in the
following Table 2 with some basic information about them that is name, country of origin,
technical density (high-tech or low-medium tech), industry and innovation vector. The cases
that were chosen for the analysis in this research are from different countries, their activities lie
in different industries that are of two levels of technological density: low-medium technology
and high technology. Also the cases of the final sample develop their activities in various
innovation vectors. All these characteristics are numbered in the Table 2:
Table 2. Cases studied in depth
№

Country

Tech.density

Industry

1

France

High-tech

Manufacturing

2

Switzerland

Low-medium

Manufacturing

Innovation vector
Product
Process
Product
Process

3

Belgium

Low-medium

Agriculture

Service
Organizational
Distribution channels

4

Belgium

Low-medium

Agriculture

Customers & marketing
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Distribution channels
5

Netherlands

Low-medium

Paint & coatings

Process
Organizational

6

Greece

7

France

Low-medium

It services, Service

High-tech

Robotics

Product
Product
Process
Organizational innovation

8

Spain

High-tech

Chemicals

Product
Process

9

Greece

High-tech

Environmental consulting

Product
Service

10

Italy

Low-medium

Lighting

Product
Product
Product

11

Denmark

Low-medium

Mechanical or industrial
engineering

12

Netherlands

Low-medium

Water treatments

13

Sweden

High-tech

Medical

Product
Customers&marketing
Product

14

Spain

Low-medium

Rubber kitchenware

Organizational
Distribution channels

15

Belgium

High-tech

Multimedia

Service

16

Belgium

Low-medium

Household appliances

Product

17

Sweden

High-tech

Automotive

Product
Process

18

Sweden

High-tech

Optoelectronics

Product
Organizational

19

Finland

High-tech

Information technology

Product
Distribution channels

20

Sweden

High-tech

Engine technology

Product
Customers&marketing
Product

21

Italy

Low-medium

Information technology

Process
Service

22

Lithuania

Low-medium

Agrifood

High-tech

Service
Space services

Product
Product

23

Belgium

Process
Service

24

Luxembourg

Low-medium

Chemicals

Product
Process
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Considering this, it can be said that cases of the final sample are mostly different and thus this
differences can be dropped out as having no impact on the results of the analysis, that is
concentrated on the most important aspects that is analysis of change process in connection to
open innovation practices.

3.2.Process view
Changes in organization are not happening at once, there is always a process that consists of
different steps and stages. Most of the change models are built in step-wise manner as it is the
adequate approach to describe not only the steps and stages, but also the differences between
and them along with the peculiarities of each one of them. Process view approach gives a chance
to build an agile model of change process in organizations and firms under investigation.
In this paper process view is a research approach that makes possible to have a closer look at
the changes happening in the cases described and to build connections between theoretical
concepts about organizational changes and the real business cases that underwent certain
changes in their development and to make connections with the open innovation context in
these cases.
STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

Figure 10. Change process model (self-elaborated)
Organizational changes described as a process give a logically based scope of the research
analysis in this paper, that follows the steps of changes (Figure 10):
1) Changes in the firm or organization usually are provoked two types of forces, that are
addressed by some researchers as “two main sources of change” (Bush & Bennet, 2013):
external forces and internal forces. They become the object of the analysis and bring
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the understanding of the further process (STEP 1 in Figure 10), dividing the cases here
into two groups – reactive and proactive depending on the character of the firm’s
reaction to the forces;
2) The next stage of the change process is influenced by the type of forces mentioned
above: being the first decisions of the further changes, they in turn have an impact on
the process. Depending on the sense of these decisions they are named in this model
challenge or trigger: reacting to the external forces, the firm creates some inner
movement that gives it a trigger, kind of a push to the further decisions, and just vice
versa the challenge for the firms that experience some inner forces that make them
change and overcome external barriers and challenges (STEP 2 in Figure 10);
3) The third step of the change process (STEP 3 in Figure 3) in the model depicts one of
the basic typology of changes that gives two main types of changes according to their
character – incremental and transformational. Developed by Nadler & Tushman (1995),
this types became a part of the system that depicts various types of changes. The changes
characterized as incremental or transformational bring the analysis to the typology by
Nadler & Tushman (1995), that depicts four types of changes depending on its character
and the firm’s reaction to the forces (reactive or proactive).

3.3. Main steps of the analysis
The analysis of the chosen cases of SMEs has been developed in five main stages:
1) Process view of changes
2) Typology of changes by Nadler et al. (1995)
3) Categorization of the texts of cases
4) Drawing the conclusion
These steps follow the logics of the change process in organizations and secures the connection
between the stages of the changes and the stages of the analysis. This approach conceptually
described in a step-wise manner is shown in the Figure 11:
Process view
Typology
Categorization

Conclusions
Figure 11. Analysis in a step-wise manner (conceptual)
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Each stage of the analysis consists of several steps respectively, that show the development of
the process as of the changes investigated so the analysis itself, as it is shown in the Figure 12:

PROCESS
VIEW

TYPOLOGY OF
CHANGES

CATEGORIZATION

CONCLUSIONS

•Change process model
•Group A - reactive
•Group B - proactive

•Concept
•Two types of changes
•Typology 2x2

•Basic codes
•Categories

•Discussion
•Conclusions

Figure 12. Analysis in a step-wise manner (detailed)
Step 1: Process view
In the first step the main concept of change process has been developed that helped to build the
picture of how the changes happen, the stages of the change process and brings the main
division of the cases into two groups according to the source of change forces:


Group A – Reactive cases



Group B – Proactive cases

Step 2: Typology of changes
This step develops the next dimension of the Nadler’s typology of changes, developing the
analysis of the cases according to the character of changes – transformational or incremental.
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After investigation of the types of changes that happen in each group of cases – reactive and
proactive it is possible to understand the place of each case in the typology.
Step 3: Categorization
The basic coding of the texts of cases starts in the very first steps of the analysis. With the
development of the analysis these codes have been grouped into main groups separately for
Group A of cases (reactive) and Group B (proactive) to answer the research question of how
OI practices in SME influence the reaction of cases to described change forces.
Step 4: Conclusions
Main findings of the analysis and the result of the research work are described and discussed in
the Discussion chapter of this thesis and later conclusions are outlined in the final chapter.

3.4. Analysis
As it was mentioned above, in this paper organizational change is looked at as a step-by-step
process and the analysis goes aligned with the main stages of the change process.
Process view of changes here is a schematic model of the process of changes happening in the
SMEs and pictured in the Figure 10. The first stage in the model shows the impact and the
source of change forces that later divide cases into two groups: SMEs that react to the external
forces for changes (reactive), and SMEs that have the reason for changes inside itself
(proactive) (Nadler & Tushman, 1995). After that goes the stage when the inner trigger or
external challenge forms the process of change and so goes the second step of the analysis –
investigation of the inner triggers and external challenges of each case before it goes through
the third stage of the change process that involves transformational or incremental changes
(Nadler & Tushman, 1995; Beer & Nohria, 2000).
Qualitative analysis was conducted by the means of thematic analysis: the text data of cases
were searched through for main themes that are external/internal forces that provoke the
changes in the SMEs (Table 16, Table 19 in the Appendices), triggers/challenges that provide
the changes (Tables 17 and 20 in the Appendices) and transformational/incremental types of
changes for the typology of changes (Tables 18 and 21 in the Appendices). The data in each
theme was codded and the main step of categorization was conducted to provide the results for
interpretation, that are discussed in the last two parts of this master thesis.
The main themes that build a framework of the analysis are forces for change, that are external
forces and internal forces. External forces are phenomena of the external environment SME
exists in and faces in its activities, these can be: competition, customers, changes in the market,
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market opportunity, etc. Internal forces are things that exist or happen inside the SME like
change of management, new skills, human resource, knowledge, new product, etc. The analysis
of these forces in cases show the dominant force that defines the type of SME according to it –
if SME reacts to the external forces (reactive type), or the change process is born inside the
SME (proactive type). The categorization process in these two main directions divides the cases
into two groups – Group A (reactive) and Group B (proactive).
The next stage of change process goes in these two groups of cases separately: trigger for
reactive group of cases (Group A) and challenge for proactive group of cases (Group B).
The changes that are the last stage of change process are categorized separately for each group,
being divided into two types: transformational and incremental (Nadler & Tushman, 1995;
Beer & Nohria, 2000). Transformational type addresses changes that are radical, revolutionary
and are really serious for the organization, such as change of organizational structure or
business model, moving from closed innovation paradigm to open innovation one, etc. On the
contrary incremental changes may be more continuous in time and the process of change is not
sharp. In this work incremental changes include growing expertise, building of differentiation
strategy, etc. The result of this step is important to build the typology of changes in SMEs, that
finally divides the cases into four groups: 1) reactive transformational – recreation, 2) reactive
incremental – adaptation, 3) proactive transformational – reorientation, 4) proactive
incremental – tuning (Nadler & Tushman, 1995).
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4. RESULTS
The first step of the analysis uses the method of coding, the process fully described in the Table
16 and 19 in the Appendices. The Table 3 pictures the result of coding that divides cases into
two groups according to the character of change forces in each case.

4.1.Forces for change
Table 3. Coding of forces in cases
N

NAME

EXTERNAL FORCES

INTERNAL FORCES

SME decline

1

FG04

2

SD09

3

SD43

idea

4

SD44

change of management

5

SD48

new vision of business

6

SE60

7

FG29

8

SE07

9

SE26

10

SE04

economic crisis

11

SC98

economic crisis

12

SD13

investment

13

SC31

official approval

14

SE11

competition

15

SD39

16

SD22

market changes

17

SC105

market opportunity

18

SC30

19

SC12

20

SC46

21

SC21

market
Market
customers

SME size
market
Strategic
OI
Competition
market opportunity
R&D project (idea)

Competition
market need

new skills
innovation
management
Competition
market opportunity
fresh capital
new skills
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22

EE45

23

SD47

24

SD46

new human resource
need to reinvent itself
networking (information)

The further division into two groups is pictured in the Table 4:
Table 4. The two groups of SMEs, how they divide
N

REACTIVE (GROUP A)

N

PROACTIVE (GROUP B)

1

1

FG04

3

SD43

2

2

SD09

4

SD44

3

6

SE60

5

SD48

4

8

SE07

7

FG29

5

10 SE04

9

SE26

6

11 SC98

18 SC30

7

12 SD13

19 SC12

8

13 SC31

21 SC21

9

14 SE11

22 EE45

10 15 SD39

24 SD46

11 16 SD22
12 17 SC105
13 20 SC46
14 23 SD47

At this point it can be seen that 14 cases are classified as reactive (Group A) and 10 as proactive
(Group B). The change process model here can be divided into two versions – one for each
group, where the principal differences can be seen.

4.2.Process view
The change process for reactive (Group A) cases is shown in Figure 13:
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Figure 13. Change as a step-by-step process for group A (Reactive)
In its turn the proactive (Group B) cases follow the model pictured further in Figure 14:

Figure 14. Change as a step-by-step process for group B (Proactive)
The next step of the coding process is the full coding of steps in each group, that are shown in
the Figure 15 for Group A (reactive) and in the Figure 16 for Group B (proactive):

External forces

Trigger

Change

Challenge

Change

Figure 15. Steps for group A

Internal forces

Figure 16. Steps for group B
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4.3.Categorization
Following tables content the result of coding process: Table 5 – for Group A and Table 6 – for
Group B respectively and can be found in the next two pages of this paper.
Table 5. The reactive SMEs (codes)
N

N

Name

External forces

Trigger

Change type

1

1

FG04

inner resources

Management

market

personality

innovative technology
for the mass market

Market

collaboration project

2

2

SD09

customers
3

5

SE60

SME size

product innovation
partner

5

10

8

SE04

SE07

economic crisis

Competition

growing expertise
new product

market
4

new strategy

need to grow and
diversify

new company

scientific support

marketed as high-end
products

market
opportunity

find a niche area

differentiation strategy

6

11

SC98

economic crisis

opportunity

revised business model
approach

7

12

SD13

investment

market opportunity

involve other European
partners

new product
8

13

SC31

9

14

SE11

competition

competition

management (new CEO)

changed customer
trends

innovating the new brand
changed sales strategy
OI

10

15

SD39

Competition

partner

finding a lead partner

changes in the
market

co-creative project

new product

internationalization

production (process)
change

market need
11

16

SD22

12

17

SC105

market
opportunity

Swedish In.Agency
(official agent)

OI

13

20

SC46

Competition

innovative product

new brand

market
opportunity

completion of IPO
system adaptation
scale-up
34

14

23

SD47

need to reinvent
itself

Master of Inn.

internationalization

Internationalization
strategy

In the Table 5 the process view comes into the analysis stage – here we see categories that fit
the stages of change process: external forces – trigger – change. The same is shown in the Table
6 for the proactive group of cases: internal forces – challenge – change.
Table 6. The proactive SMEs (codes)
N

N

Name

Internal forces

Challenge

Change type

1

3

SD43

Customer

Competition

business model

external support

pricing

logistic concept

change of
management

Competition

new product
concept

2

4

SD44

differentiation

partnership
3

5

SD48

new vision of
business

economic factor (productivity)
meet the requirements (service)
expertise/skills

new process
technologies
licensing
agreements

resources
size
organizational
4

7

FG29

Strategic

open up

open innovation

OI
new product
organizational
structure

5

9

SE26

R&D project
(idea)

partner having the expertise and
vision

market
opportunity
6

18

SC30

market
opportunity

new
methodology
new venture in
an
unfamiliar field

developing skills
reach the productivity goals

new skills
(human
resources)
innovation as a
driver
business
diversification
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7

19

SC12

management

lack of expertise

alternative
product
shift to B2B

8

21

9

22

SC21

EE45

fresh capital

new product

new product

new skills

scale-up

invest resources
in innovation

new human
resource

limited resources

growing
expertise

meet the requirements

new product
line

lack of expertise
10

24

SD46

networking
(information)

market opportunity

acquired the
rights to
manufacture
new product

In the following Table 7 the coding results for both groups are compared. To make the idea
more demonstrative, categories from cases of both types go side-by-side to compare the same
steps of change process that are categorized here: external forces – internal forces, trigger –
challenge, and change of group A – change of group B.
Table 7. Two groups, all codes
CODES OF CHANGE PROCESS FOR BOTH GROUPS COMPARED - Level 1 (basic)
CHANGE FORCES
2. TRIGGER OR
3. CHANGE
CHALLENGE
external
internal
TRIGGER
CHALLENG
CHANGE
CHANGE
FORCES
FORCES
E
(group A)
(group B)
SME
decline
market
SME size
competitio
n
market
opportunit
y
investment
economic
crisis
official
approval
market
need

Customer
external
support
change of
management

management
personality
collaboration
project
partner

new vision
of business

scientific
support

strategic

need to grow &
to diversify

R&D
project
(idea)

opportunity
new product

market
opportunity

customer trends

management

co-creation
project

fresh capital

Strategic
competitive
price
pressure on
margins
competition
price
differentiation

innovative
technology for the
mass market
new strategy

logistic
concept

product
innovation

new product
concept

growing expertise

partnership

new product

new process
technologies

requirements

new company

lack of
resources

find a niche area
marketed as highend products

partner
(expertise and
vision)
developing
skills

business
model

licensing
agreements
OI

differentiation
strategy

organizationa
l structure

revised business
model approach

new
methodology
36

changes in
market
need to
reinvent
itself

new skills
new human
resource
networking
(information
)

internationalizat
ion
external support

reach the
productivity
goals
lack of
expertise

innovation
Master Program
strategy

involve other
European partners
management (new
CEO)
innovating the
new brand

new product
scale-up

changed sales
strategy

market
opportunity

OI
finding a lead
partner
production
(process) change
new brand
completion of
IPO
system adaptation
scale-up
internationalizatio
n

new venture
in an
unfamiliar
field
new skills
(human
resources)
innovation as
a driver
business
diversificatio
n
alternative
product
shift to B2B
new product
invest
resources in
innovation
growing
expertise
new product
line
acquired the
rights to
manufacture

4.4. Typology
The Nadler’s typology has been realized in three steps:
1) Identification of the type of changes for each group of cases - incremental and
transformational (Table 8 for Group A and Table 9 for Group B);
2) Grouping all cases according to their reactive-proactive position according to the type
of change forces and transformational-incremental type of changes (Table 10);
3) Reorganization of the codes of reactive/proactive cases into the typology (Table 11).
Table 8. Type of changes in group A (reactive)
N

Name

Changes
transformational

1

FG04

2

SD09

incremental
innovative technology for the mass
market

new strategy

I
T

product innovation

37

6

SE60

growing expertise

I

new product
8

SE07

marketed as high-end products

I

differentiation strategy
10

SE04

new company

T

find a niche area
11

SC98

revised business model approach

12

SD13

involve other European partners

I

13

SC31

management (new CEO)

I

14

SE11

T

innovating the new brand

T

changed sales strategy
OI
15

SD39

16

SD22

finding a lead partner
new product

I
T

production (process) change
17

SC105

20

SC46

OI

I

new brand

T

completion of IPO
system adaptation
scale-up
23

SD47

internationalization

T

This is the step that helps to classify cases into the typology of changes, to realize it changes
in both groups need to be classified into transformational or incremental type. In Table 8 there
are cases of Group A, and in Table 9 changes of group B are analyzed.
Table 9. Type of changes in group B (proactive)
N

Name

Changes
transformational

3

SD43

incremental

business model

T

logistic concept
4

SD44

new product concept

I

partnership
5

SD48

new process technologies

T

licensing agreements
7

FG29

OI

T

new product
organizational structure
9

SE26

new methodology

I
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new venture in an unfamiliar
field
18 SC30

new skills (human resources)

T

innovation as a driver
business diversification
19 SC12

alternative product

I

shift to B2B
21 SC21

new product

I

invest resources in innovation
22 EE45

growing expertise

I

new product line
24 SD46

acquired the rights to
manufacture

I

new product

Thus having the changes categorized into four types, all the cases of the sample can be
grouped according to the type of change: recreation, adaptation, reorientation, tuning.

REACTIVE

Table 10. All cases grouped into the typology
TRANSFORMATIONAL
recreation
SD09
SE04
SC98
SE11
SD22
SC46
SD47

INCREMENTAL
adaptation
FG04
SE60
SE07
SD13
SC31
SD39
SC105

PROACTIVE

reorientation
SD43
SD48
FG29
SC30

tuning
SD44
SE26
SC12
SC21
EE45
SD46

The last step here is to gather back the categories and to group all of them according to the
typology of change: in Table 11 categories of recreation and adaptation type include external
forces, triggers and change from cases of Group A, reorientation and tuning types include
internal forces, challenge and change from cases of group B.
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Table 11. Basic categorization of each case of each group of each type

External
forces
market
customers
economic
crisis
competition
market
changes
market
opportunity

RECREATION
Triggers
collaboration
project
need to grow &
to diversify
opportunity
customer trends
co-creation
project
internationalizat
ion
innovation

Change

External
forces

new strategy

SME decline

product
innovation
new company
find a niche area
revised business
model approach
innovating the
new brand

ADAPTATION
Triggers

Change

market

new
management
personality

innovative
technology to mass
market

SME size

partner

growing expertise

competition

scientific
support

new product

market
opportunity
investment

market
opportunity

official
approval

new product

changed sales
strategy

market need

OI

need to
reinvent itself

external
support

competition

new product

Master
Program (?)

production
(process) change

strategy

marketed as highend products
differentiation
strategy
involve other
European partners
management (new
CEO)
finding a lead
partner
OI

new brand

internationalization

completion of
IPO
system
adaptation

Internal
forces

scale-up
REORIENTATION
Challenge
Change

Customer

Strategic

business model

external
support

competitive
price

logistic concept

new vision
of business

pressure on
margins

strategic

requirements

market
opportunity

lack of
resources
open up
developing
skills
reach the
productivity
goals

new process
technologies
licensing
agreements
OI
new product
new skills
(human
resources)
innovation as a
driver
business
diversification

Internal
forces
change of
management
R&D project
(idea)
market
opportunity
management
fresh capital
new skills
new human
resource
networking
(information)

TUNING
Challenge
Competition
price
differentiation
partner having
the expertise
and vision

Change
new product
concept
partnership
new methodology
new venture in an
unfamiliar field

lack of
expertise

alternative product

new product

shift to B2B

scale-up

new product

limited
resources

invest resources in
innovation

meet the
requirements

growing expertise

market
opportunity

acquired the rights
to manufacture

new product line
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5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The analysis that lies in the basis of the work happened to be broad and deep and detailed at the
same time, and its results give a lot to think about and to interpret. Looking at the cases of the
SMEs from different angles and from different distances provokes a lot of questions, and most
of them are not easy to answer.
How does the stage of organizational life cycle influence the process of change? What is the
combination of reasons that makes the SME react to some external force in the certain way, and
will the reaction be the same if the force changes? And many other questions that appear
inevitably during the research process. Sometimes such questions can give birth to interesting
hypothesizes and propositions or lead the research process in a new direction, but after the main
analytical stage of the research the questions should be not only limited, but also precisely
answered. Thus this part of thesis aims at first to answer the research questions that were pointed
in the introduction part of this work.

5.1.Research propositions
Open innovation practices have been implemented in all the cases, so it was not the aim of this
research to try to find something new in this issue, but understanding of the connection between
organizational life-cycle stage, process of change and OI practices has been the aim of this
research. All the SMEs cases that have been chosen for analysis are at the stage “Renewal” –
but it happened that some of them use open innovation to support or start the renewal process
from inside (proactive group of cases), and others – started to implement OI during their
reaction to some external force and this helped them to succeed in giving a new start for
business.
The main types of change forces – external and internal – show the difference in strategical
decision of SME to change: the reaction to external forces may be inevitable for SME, but in
cases that face inner forces for change SMEs show the will for change as a source for further
development and growth. The cases that face external forces like market turbulence and
economic crisis risk to lose their place in the market, but the internal forces (change of
management, fresh capital, new skills or human resource, etc.) make SMEs take steps to place
in the market they want. From this proposition can be drawn another one: The external forces
for change can be answered by implementing OI practices.
Also in case with SMEs that face the inner forces for change more propositions can be made:
1) Lack of resources, discussed in literature review, can be an obstacle for the change process,
in both types of change that are reorientation and tuning.
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2) Facing internal forces for change, SMEs need a combination of resources (that are also may
be considered as internal forces) to overcome the obstacles for change process.
3) OI can contribute as a resource needed for change.
Considering this, the main proposition of the work is that the change process in SMEs can be
influenced by the open innovation practices. To confirm the proposition or deny it and to answer
the first research question “How organizational change process in SMEs are influenced by the
implemented open innovation practices?”, we need to address and discuss the main results of
the analysis of the cases, talking sequentially about the change forces typology and two groups
of cases – reactive and proactive, the types of the changes that results in one more typology and
finally the results of the change process in the four groups of cases.
Looking at the data in the very beginning of the analysis process it was important to outline the
main stages of changes, and then – the very start point that is the change forces. As there are
several typologies for the source of changes (Beer & Nohria, 2000; Jalagat, 2016; Tsoukas &
Chia, 2000 and others), it was reasonable to take only one and make it the major direction to
investigate the forces in the cases. While coding process of the cases texts it has been found out
that they note external forces and internal forces, that makes the pair-like typology of forces
formed that correlates with the typology by Nadler & Tushman (1993). After the first step of
coding of the qualitative data the next categories were formed (Table 12):
Table 12. List of forces – External and internal
External forces

Internal forces

Customers

Product to offer

Competition

Internal investments (time and money)

Market opportunity

Change of management

Economic crisis

Strategic decision

External investment

R&D project (idea)

Official approval

Experience and expertise

Market need

Resource (employee)

Market changes

Fresh capital
New skills
Management will for development

So at this point we can assume that external forces for change are often formed out of market
movements – new opportunity that gives a chance to enter some market niche, or high level of
demand for the product or service, or some changes in the market. The next important force is
competition that makes the company change something to stay in the game. Customers often
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have high influence not only in market demand sense, but also by giving new ideas. Talking
about the resources – finance question can be crucial aspect for SME that often lack this
resource, so here external investment can give a push for further development of the new
product or service. In many market spheres regulations from higher official agencies in fact
form the market, so being officially approved or nor approved can be crucial for the developing
of SME (Modransky et al., 2020), that is also considered here to be an external force. One more
external force and considerably strong one is economic crisis, that has crucial impact on
economics and business, especially for SMEs that can be extremely vulnerable due to their size
and lack of resources (Van de Vrande et al., 2009; Parida et al., 2012; Vanhaverbeke, 2017).

Market

•
•
•
•

Money

• External investment

Customers
Competition
Opportunity or need
Change or trend

Regulations

• Official approval

Crisis

• Economic crisis

Figure 17. Groups of external forces for change
Figure 17 describes the groups of categories of external forces: Market, Money, Regulations
and Crisis. Market group includes more categories of forces as it has the biggest spread of
aspects, as customers and competitors are parts of market, that influence many decisions and
movements and can form the trend or cause changes. Still the other three ones that are Money,
Regulations and Crisis has less diversification but great impact of each one.
So here the results describe strong external forces that can make SME to start change process
in order to survive the consequences of economic crisis or market turbulence. The only
exception here is the external investment that can be considered a positive force rather than
negative, still it was needed for the SME to change its paradigm to open one. Addressing the
proposition that the external forces for change can be answered by implementing OI practices,
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and considering the fact that all the cases implement OI practices, it can be concluded that OI
can be a decision in situation when external forces make SME recreate or adapt itself to the new
realities.
Internal forces show more detailed picture – often the forces seem to be small but they can have
strong impact on the further trajectory of development and change.
These categorized internal forces can be formed in groups: Resource, R&D and Management
(Figure 18). Resources of the organization are formed of many various systemic parts, that are
not only money and investments, but also employee and their skills, knowledge and expertise,
the whole experience that kept in the organization, and time is a resource of growing importance
as often it can be a crucial factor that influences the result (Herzog, 2011; Tidd & Bessant,
2013).

Resource

•
•
•
•
•

Time
Experience
Skills, knowledge, expertise
Employee
Capital and investments

R&D

• Project or idea
• New product or service

Management

• Strategic decision
• Vision of business
• Change of management

Figure 18. Groups of internal forces for change
New product or service can be a way for the SME to seek for new place in the market, or chance
to expand current position in the market. From this point of view R&D become a greater force
as it can keep the potential for further development and be the basis for growth in the market.
Resources are the next internal force that can make the SME change – as the lack of resources
can slow down the development and put at the risk current position in the market (Parida et al.,
2012; Vanhaverbeke, 2017; Van de Vrande et al., 2009), so the new resources can give a push
for intensive growth and development and guarantee the stability if they are enough and stable
too (Egbetokun et al., 2019; Tidd & Bessant, 2013). Considering this, it can be proposed that
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lack of resources can be an obstacle for the change process, in both types of change strategy
that are reorientation and tuning: even with skills and knowledge, R&D and perfect new
product change process aimed at development and growth can be challenged by lack of
managerial will for change, and in the contrary way, the will of CEO can be not enough to drive
the change if there is no resource or R&D. Managerial aspect is not less important than any
other of the list: management group of forces include strategic decisions, that usually need a
formed vision of business from the management. So the personality of manager (CEO, for
example) often is the key to success or failure of the SME, that is why the change of
management often cause further changes (Hirlak & Kara, 2018).
Thus, as internal forces need to form a combination to cause the change and lack of some
element here can be considered an obstacle, it can be proposed that facing internal forces for
change, SMEs need a combination of resources (that are also may be considered as internal
forces) to overcome the obstacles for change process. And here we can address OI practices
that can add the lacking detail to the combination. In the proactive cases it can supply some
lacking resources, or R&D part (new idea or product), or take the role of management to
organize the partners (Vanhaverbeke, 2017), so it can be assumed that OI can contribute as a
resource needed for change.

5.2. Interpretation
According to the suggested way of looking at the organizational changes as a process that is in
fact a sequence of steps the first step of the change process should be the analysis of the forces
that influence the firm’s activities. As all the cases use the OI practices in this process it is
important to look at these practices in connection with the first step of the analysis that is again
looking at them in groups that are reactive group and proactive. The main proposition here is
that Group A apply OI practices as an answer to the external force (Table 13), and Group B use
them as a missing part of the combination that is needed to realize the plan of changes (Table
14).
Table 13. Group A: external forces and open innovation decisions.
Case

Type of External Force

OI decision

FG04

Market (competition)

Consortium for an EU project (large manufacturer,
leading research centers)

SD09

Market (growing customers’ demand) Became a partner in a EU R&D collaboration
project to gain visibility in the international market

SE60

Market (changing trend, demand)

Partnership with national university team
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SE07

Market (opportunity)

SE04

Crisis (negative impact)

Scientific support of a reliable partner

Market (competition)
SC98

Crisis (negative impact)

Collaboration project with customer led to a market
opportunity

SD13

Money (investment)

Participation in the program together with other EU
partners

SC31

Regulations (approval)

Collaboration with hospitals

SE11

Market (competition)

SD39

Market (competition, need)

Collaboration with a big industry player

SD22

Market (change of trend)

5x5 initiative organized by the government (cocreation project)

SC105

Market (opportunity)

New concept was realized during the OI project
supported by the Innovation Agency of the country

SC46

Market (competition, opportunity)

Collaboration project with other manufacturer and
customer

SD47

Market (position)

Looking at the OI practices as a counter-force to some external factor here gives a picture how
organization can stand against the negative (like crisis) or neutral (market exists on no
condition, exists the given SME or does not exist) impact of the external forces and change
itself to fit better to the new conditions. If the external force restricts in some way the
organizational activities of the SME or give the opportunity to broaden up the activities (like it
can happen with various regulations), OI practices can be the decision to this. In the case with
investment it was just the condition that SME had to follow (to imply OI practices in its
activities), that can be looked at as the way to get the investment. This results confirm the
research proposition that was suggested along the discussion.
Considering the inner forces, the analysis shows that they work in a different way, as they form
the resource for changes, and often this resource is not enough to realize the plan, especially
when we talk about SMEs that often are restricted in their activities having not enough resource
for change – be it R&D, management or inner resources themselves (Vanhaverbeke, 2017; Van
de Vrande et al., 2009; Parida et al., 2012). OI practices in these cases show the potential to
build up the missing part and give the ground for further development, growth or realization of
the plan, leading the SME through the process of needed organizational changes (Herzog,
2011). The Table 14 shows the cases with their inner forces and the OI practice that each firm
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has implemented. For example, the case 2 (SD44) has been influenced by the inner force that
was the change of management – the new CEO had a vision of diversification in the market,
but the firm lacked resources and R&D part, so building partnership with another industry
player let the firm to strengthen up the resources and collaboration with university gave them
R&D part that they needed (Table 14)
Table 14. Group B: inner forces and added forces of OI practices
Case

Inner forces

SD43

Resource

SD48

Management (new vision)

Non-exclusive licensing agreements with large

R&D (expertise and technologies)

manufacturers

Management (strategic decision)

Collaborative R&D projects with universities

Resource

research centers and large industrial groups

SC30

Management (change)

Skills and R&D ???

SD44

Management (change)

Partnership with other industry players (resource)

FG29

Added force of OI

and a university professor (R&D resource)
SE26

Participation as the coordinator of R&D project

SC12

Management

SC21

Resources

EU projects – new product lines

Management
EE45

Management

R&D

SD46

Management

Rights/confidential know-how to manufacture

Resource

As it can be seen, the needed resource (inner force) is contributed by OI practice, that again
confirms the research propositions. But it is important to admit that the typology of four types
of changes that was used in the analysis does not show any connections between the OI practice
and the type of change process, still it can be useful when planning the speed and level of
changes that is more detailed way of planning the changes for the organization. Still it does not
contradict the analysis of the forces themselves that has an impact on the choice of OI practices.
Another important question in this research considers the aspect of success in the process of
change in SME and the possibility of OI practices to play the role of success factor. Here we
can address one of the conceptual model for change process that is ADKAR by Hiatt (2006).
Remembering the main steps of this model (Awareness, Desire, Knowledge, Ability,
Reinforcement) the last one of the steps works with a very important aspect: “Reinforcement to
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sustain the change” (Hiatt, 2016). Lewin’s concept of three-staged change model also says that
in the end of the process the change should be frozen (Alase, 2017). Open innovation can be
considered as a reinforcement step in the change process, and, although it is hard to say about
processes that they can be frozen, open innovation practice can to some extent stabilize the
process of change and later, possibly, become built into the organization activity. At this point
it can be said that the form of organization that is SME works for success here too, as SMEs
are argued to be better at benefitting from innovativeness (Handrich et al., 2015)
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6. CONCLUSIONS
Open innovation is not the oldest field in the management theory and still lacks deep empirical
investigation that means that there is a lot to research and understand in this field, especially in
relation with real business practices. Organizations – large ones and SMEs – often exist not like
they are expected to, combining different parts of various models in rapidly changing
environment, being influenced by forces of all kinds. With this changing environment, they
need to change too – to keep their position, or to grow and develop. Change management is
also not the oldest field and becomes more and more actual as the world keeps changing in
higher speed each decade, or even within a year as we all witness in 2020.
In this research several propositions were suggested that helped to interpret the results of the
analysis:
1) The reaction to external forces may be inevitable for SME, but in cases that face inner
forces for change SMEs show the will for change as a source for further development
and growth.
2) The external forces for change can be answered by implementing OI practices.
3) Lack of resources can be an obstacle for the change process, in both types of change,
that are reorientation and tuning.
4) Facing internal forces for change, SMEs need a combination of resources (that are also
may be considered as internal forces) to overcome the obstacles for change process.
5) OI can contribute as a resource needed for change.
These propositions were confirmed in the discussion chapter of this thesis, that makes possible
to answer the research questions:
How can the external and internal forces for change influence the change process in SME?
How differs the process of change in SMEs facing external and internal forces?
How open innovation practices contribute to the process of change in SMEs?
The core difference between SMEs’ strategies to change process is that external and internal
forces for change provide different reaction and level of risk: SMEs that face external forces
have to react and change in order not to lose their market position, and SMEs that experience
inner forces for change are willing to change, and risk not to get the desired level of
development, growth or place in market.
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In case with internal forces for change SMEs face their vulnerability and lack of resources and
need a combination of resources to realize the process of change, that forms an obstacle for the
change.
Both types of SMEs – reactive and proactive can imply open innovation practices, but the core
difference is that in reactive cases of SMEs open innovation becomes a decision to stand in the
face of external forces and need of transformation, and reactive type of SMEs can use open
innovation in order to get access to the resources they need and form a strong combination of
inner forces to realize the change.
The research gap addressed by this work was the intersection of three directions –
organizational life-cycle theory, organizational change theory and open innovation concept, all
three applied to SMEs. SME as a form of organization took the role of the lens that focuses
these three direction in order to investigate the place where they interact – the sample of cases
that was analyzed in this study, has connections with all the three theoretical parts described
above and gave an opportunity to try and answer the research questions. Thus, the
organizational change process can be influenced by the OI practices if they just exist in one
organization, but in fact the change process can be supported and contributed a lot by
implementing OI. More noticeable this influence can be if the SME is on its renewal life-cycle
stage, when the need to change is enormous – OI can become one of the core strategic decisions
that lead the change process to success. The same can be said about open innovation concept
itself – being in touch with growing trend for opening up and enormous amount of opportunities
to realize the OI practices it is vital to understand the existing experience, models and theories.
This work contributes to the small amount of the studies that investigate this gap, still leaving
a lot of space for further investigations, and so having its limitations. First is that the data are
limited as the cases consist of the limited information still providing great amount of data to
research. Also the direction of the analysis was chosen due to the theoretical gap and it was
needed to build and follow the strict framework to get the balance of depth and width to make
the results reliable, credible and at the same time close to life as we investigate real existing
organizational cases. This research makes a scientific contribution mainly to organizational
change theory by exploring the external and internal forces for organizational change and
providing a conceptual model of organizational change process for both sources of change, and
to open innovation concept in terms of clarification the impact of open innovation practices to
change process. In both cases it is an important contribution to approaches that applied in
investigation process of SMEs.
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This approaches can also have practical managerial implications and be used in business
analysis in SMEs to assess the environmental and organizational sources for change in order to
plan the changes if they are needed.
With current analysis of open innovation practices in touch with organizational change process
it was inevitable to put aside some issues. The existing models of change are complete in their
approach, but they more relevant when applied to planning the changes, but in this work the
investigation put under research the cases of SMEs that has already changed in some way, so
the analytical process was built in a recursive way, and attempt to build these changes into some
model would not be successful. Still it is important to admit that existing theoretical background
of organizational change and transformation should be addressed when analyzing the proposed
models of changes to be in touch with the development of the theory, as it continues to develop
and gives more insight every year.
Despite the limitations that are inevitable in research process, some results of this work can be
useful if applied in managerial practices. The decision to change is not an easy one, especially
if seriously transforming changes or changes of strategic paradigm of the whole organization
are needed. The analytical approach shown in this research can be applied in order to understand
the need for change in the SME and understand better the possible variations of the process.
Force field analysis is not a brand new idea here, and typology of change is not, but the
combination of methods and process view of changes can give some insights on the strategical
level of organization.
Being developed further this research can supply more detailed results and conclusions. From
this point the research can be continued in the same direction but become broader: it will be
interesting to add to the results evidences from the cases that are on other stages of their lifecycle, and it is more that possible that broader range of evidences would show deeper results
considering the open innovation practices. The qualitative research of organizational change
process in SMEs that opt for open innovation practices can give real empirical evidence of SME
business functionality in turbulent environment of today, especially considering the fact that
the cases of the parent project INSPIRE keep high quality and close to reality data.
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APPENDICE
Table 15. Analysis of the forces for change that impact the case and provoke the change
process
N

NAME

Data

Codes

“…was using existing/outdated technologies and in
gradual decline…”
1

FG04

“…contact lens market is highly competitive; in addition,
the industry as a whole is highly concentrated in the
hands of a few large manufacturers…”
“…The growth of the wheelchair market is driven by the
ageing of the world's population and the demand for
automated wheelchairs, mainly in high-income countries.
The market is quite concentrated in the hands of a few
players, although there are also several SMEs offering
new solutions…”

2

SD09
“…while users are demanding improvements in terms of
user-friendliness and technical progress (i.e. systems for
improving accessibility and control), on the other hand
they are also becoming more and more sensitive to price,
making cost reductions in the power wheelchair segment
also quite crucial…”

3

SD43

“…idea was presented to the farmers by the Innovation
Support Centre for Agriculture, which also helped with
project management…”

SME decline
market

market
customers

idea

“…saw the opportunity from customer feedback which
wanted to have more local products available from
regional farmers at their sales point. …”

4

SD44

“…after father's retirement, capacity was gradually
scaled up to over 1 200 sows with the help of several
full-time employees…”
“…If they were able to create a different label for their
meat, they could go to specialty retailers who were able
to offer higher margins. …”
“…small team with a technical background who, in
2011, decided to acquire an existing company founded in
1999, which is specialized in industrial coatings…”

5

SD48

6

SE60

“…Led by a new vision of the business, the new
ownership decided to invest a lot in innovating the
production process by introducing innovative machinery
and changing the business model…”
“…small companies need to innovate constantly to stay
alive…”
“…to maintain and grow their market share in existing
markets and obtain access to new ones, while generating

change of
management

new vision
of business

SME size
market

58

new revenue streams and developing/exploiting new
knowledge and expertise in its target markets…”

7

FG29

8

SE07

“…Urban social and economic development requires a
continuous expansion of roads and infrastructure, which
in turn stimulates more development, ... needs to become
more environmentally friendly, and sustainable
transportation policies need to be promoted. …”
“…strategic reorientation to generate new revenues by
opening up its innovation process…”
“…competitors are mainly multinational companies and
the SME cannot compete with them in terms of price and
range of products…”
“…The company identified a need that had not been
previously addressed in the food industry - becoming the
first to offer a solution to this problem, thereby becoming
a technological leader in addressing this specific need of
customers…”

9

SE26

“…participation as coordinator of the R&D project gave
rise to SE26 idea…”
“…there are only two solutions available on the market.
…”

10

SE04

“…worsening economic crisis of 2008-9…”

11

12

SC98

SD13

“…economic crisis in 2009-2010 had a negative impact
on the company's turnover that resulted in a need to
revise the business model and seek new opportunities.
…”
“…new investor invested in the firm's existing
technology and filed patents to initiate new
opportunities…”

strategic
OI

competition
market
opportunity

R&D project
(idea)
market
opportunity
economic
crisis
economic
crisis

investment

“…the world's first surgery in which neuromuscular
electrodes were permanently implanted in an
amputee…”
13

14

SC31

SE11

“…the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
announced that the OPRA Implant System was approved
for adults who have amputations above the knee…”
“…products from other brands and from cheaper
overseas competition finally caught up with them, their
retailers fell away. The failure of white-label products
sold through hard-discount stores and catalogues as
cheaper copies became available and challenged their
existence. …”

official
approval

competition

“…market became saturated with the competition
offering identical solutions…”
15

SD39

“…the wireless network infrastructure market went
through a transition phase as mobile network operators
sought to address increasing mobile traffic demands and
to innovate on services. SD39 had to find their answer to

competition
market need

59

the “…market situation and differentiate their solution in
order to secure market position…”
“…In 1964 the market for motorbikes crashed…”
16

17

18

SD22

SC105

SC30

“…needed to innovate in order to stay competitive in the
market. They needed a new product line to adapt to the
new trends and changes in the market. …”
“…The strategic challenge was to improve their position
in the growing mechatronic segment, especially within
intelligent vehicle suspension systems. Various forms of
these technologies had been in existence since the 1980s
and it was very clear that a market opportunity existed to
pursue their further development. …”
“…The two brothers, owners of several successful and
growing business-to-business ventures, bought the
company. They saw great potential in the developing
market for optical sensors and applications for several
types of industries…”

market
changes

market
opportunity

new skills
innovation

“…During their studies they acquired a lot of knowledge
of web-based projects, visualization and developing
games. …”
19

20

SC12

SC46

“…2007 Tomi and Toni founded SC12 together with
Pekka, who became main designer. …”
“…a need for gamification and 3D model expertise to
carry out some work…”
“…Since the company was not an OEM (manufacturer of
the final engine) it found that it was increasingly being
squeezed out as the vehicle manufacturers themselves
took over more and more of the technology for emission
control. They knew that the maritime market for emission
control was less developed than the automotive market,
and realized that it could represent a new business for
them…”

management

competition
market
opportunity

“…The market opportunity was identified by a large
Swedish manufacturer of marine diesel engines. They
were involved in some pilot projects with biodiesel, in
collaboration with a ferry boat customer. SC46 wanted
to promote itself and acquire the marine diesel
manufacturer as a customer. …”
21

22

SC21

“…After a few years of activity another two former coworkers joined the company. With fresh capital and
skills, the core team started to work on new product
lines…”

fresh capital
new skills

EE45

“…CEO's sons completed their education several years
ago, they joined the company. And many young
specialists came with them solving a long-standing
human resources problem…”

new human
resource

60

23

SD47

24

SD46

“…In 2004 the space activities of the company were sold
to the UK company and down-scaled its staff from 150 to
15 people. The company had to reinvent itself and find
new growth opportunities in other markets. …”
“…Information from a commercial attache at the British
Embassy in Paris led him to contact an entrepreneur in
the UK who was manufacturing a revolutionary
puncture-proof tyre sealant…”

need to
reinvents
itself
networking
(information)

Table 16. The process view of changes for reactive SMEs (group A) – Part 1: EXTERNAL
FORCES (data + categorization)
PROCESS VIEW FOR GROUP A (REACTIVE) – EXTERNAL FORCES
N

NAME

1

FG04

EXTERNAL FORCES (data from text)
“…was using existing/outdated technologies and in
gradual decline…”

FORCES
(Category)
inner resources
market

“…contact lens market is highly competitive; in addition,
the industry as a whole is highly concentrated in the hands
of a few large manufacturers…”
2

SD09

“…The growth of the wheelchair market is driven by the
ageing of the world's population and the demand for
automated wheelchairs, mainly in high-income countries.
The market is quite concentrated in the hands of a few
players, although there are also several SMEs offering
new solutions…”

market
customers

“…while users are demanding improvements in terms of
user-friendliness and technical progress (i.e. systems for
improving accessibility and control), on the other hand
they are also becoming more and more sensitive to price,
making cost reductions in the power wheelchair segment
also quite crucial…”
6

SE60

“…small companies need to innovate constantly to stay
alive…”

SME size
market

“…to maintain and grow their market share in existing
markets and obtain access to new ones, while generating
new revenue streams and developing/exploiting new
knowledge and expertise in its target markets…”
“…Urban social and economic development requires a
continuous expansion of roads and infrastructure, which in
turn stimulates more development, ... needs to become
more environmentally friendly, and sustainable
transportation policies need to be promoted. …”
10

SE04

“…worsening economic crisis of 2008-9…”

8

SE07

“…competitors are mainly multinational companies and
the SME cannot compete with them in terms of price and
range of products…”

economic crisis
competition

61

“…The company identified a need that had not been
previously addressed in the food industry - becoming the
first to offer a solution to this problem, thereby becoming a
technological leader in addressing this specific need of
customers…”

market
opportunity

11

SC98

“…economic crisis in 2009-2010 had a negative impact on
the company's turnover that resulted in a need to revise the
business model and seek new opportunities. …”

economic crisis

12

SD13

“…new investor, invested in the firm's existing technology
and filed patents to initiate new opportunities…”

investment

13

SC31

“…the world's first surgery in which neuromuscular
electrodes were permanently implanted in an amputee…”
“…the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
announced that the OPRA Implant System was approved
for adults who have amputations above the knee…”

14

15

SE11

SD39

“…products from other brands and from cheaper overseas
competition finally caught up with them, their retailers fell
away. The failure of white-label products sold through
hard-discount stores and catalogues as cheaper copies
became available and challenged their existence. …”
“…market became saturated with the competition offering
identical solutions…”

competition

Competition
market need

“…the wireless network infrastructure market went
through a transition phase as mobile network operators
sought to address increasing mobile traffic demands and
to innovate on services. It had to find their answer to the
“…market situation and differentiate their solution in
order to secure market position…”
16

SD22

“…In 1964 the market for motorbikes crashed…”

changes in the
market

“…needed to innovate in order to stay competitive in the
market. They needed a new product line to adapt to the
new trends and changes in the market. …”
17

SC105

“…The strategic challenge was to improve SC105'
position in the growing mechatronic segment, especially
within intelligent vehicle suspension systems. Various
forms of these technologies had been in existence since the
1980s and it was very clear to SC105 that a market
opportunity existed to pursue their further development.
…”

market
opportunity

20

SC46

“…Since the company was not an OEM (manufacturer of
the final engine) it found that it was increasingly being
squeezed out as the vehicle manufacturers themselves took
over more and more of the technology for emission
control. They knew that the maritime market for emission

Competition
market
opportunity
62

control was less developed than the automotive market,
and realized that it could represent a new business for
them…”
“…The market opportunity was identified by a large
Swedish manufacturer of marine diesel engines. They were
involved in some pilot projects with biodiesel, in
collaboration with a ferry boat customer. SC46 wanted to
promote itself and acquire the marine diesel manufacturer
as a customer. …”
23

SD47

“…In 2004 the space activities of the company were sold
to the UK company. SD47 down-scaled its staff from 150
to 15 people. The company had to reinvent itself and find
new growth opportunities in other markets. …”

need to reinvent
itself

Table 17. The process view of changes for reactive SMEs (group A) – Part 2: TRIGGER (data
+ categorization)
PROCESS VIEW FOR GROUP A (REACTIVE) - TRIGGERS
TRIGGERS (data from text)
N

NAME

1

FG04

TRIGGERS
(Category)
“…was acquired by a former investor in 2006 on the
retirement of the founder…”
“…Driven by his thrill of entrepreneurship and his high
commitment to success, the new owner focused all his
efforts on innovating the product portfolio and
modernizing the process…”

2

SD09

management
personality

“…development of a new concept for an indoor/outdoor
power wheelchair, a technology platform which they
used for developing their current product portfolio…”
“…company agreed to be a partner in a European R&D
project to develop advanced hardware/software
technologies for integration into power wheelchairs. The
collaboration
management was motivated by the opportunity to gain
project
visibility in the international arena and to get in touch
with key R&D players in this field. …”
“…development of a new hi-tech product was
considered by the CEO as an opportunity to increase the
firm's visibility in the sector…”

6

SE60

“…One of their key partners is a reputed national
university team in the area of intelligent transport
systems. The two teams already had a good track record
of previous successful collaborations in innovative
transport and joint maritime projects and were always
on the lookout for new opportunities and areas where
they could pool their expertise. …”

partner

63

10

SE04

“…wellness market was not able to maintain the activity
of the company …”
“…decided to diversify into the lighting sector (after
crisis), the lighting sector, market which operates on a
global scale and many big players have created high
barriers to entry…”

8

11

SE07

SC98

“…a scientist was involved in the project on account of
her expertise in this field and also because she had
collaborated previously with the company on other
projects, the professor provided scientific input to the
project whereas the company dealt with the market side.
…”

13

14

SD13

SC31

SE11

scientific support

“…In 2012, it was working on a project for one of its
customers that needed a concept to fill and empty a
CNC machine. …”
“…CEO believed that such a solution already existed
and was readily available on the market, but it turned
out otherwise. With the prospect of scaling up the
product, the company immediately envisaged a
standardized solution that would suit all classes of CNC
machines…”

12

need to grow and
diversify

“…to spot new product opportunities in the market,
based on its
own in-house technology developments. …”
“…They are already the world leader, but want to retain
their position as competition increases. To do so they
must continue to innovate. …”

opportunity

market opportunity
new product

competition

“…A need to create the new brand and put an emphasis
on quality and constant innovation. …”
“…Consumer studies - using end-users in ideation and
user-testing phases of development. …”
“…Changes in the market - notably consumer trends
altering retail and sales points from physical
(specialized shops) to digital (online sales), meaning a
need to change OI strategy at marketing and sales level.
…”

15

16

SD39

SD22

“…got a chance to work together with an international
company Studio 100. The proposed project addressed
the rising trend of increased smartphone use at events
and real-time interactivity. …”
“…causing most Belgian manufactures to cease
production. This was the result on the one hand, of the
introduction of small cars and, on the other hand, of the
competition coming from Japanese motorbike

changed customer
trends

partner

co-creative project
internationalization
64

manufacturers…”
“…In 2014 the company acquired new equity and
sought to expand internationally. …”
“…step into a 5x5 initiative* organized by the Flemish
government. It gave them an opportunity to start a cocreation project with a senior and a junior designer. …”
17

SC105

“…The new concept supported by the Swedish
Innovation Agency (Vinnova)…”

20

SC46

“…company developed an innovative product, DNOx,
for nitrogen oxide reduction…”
“…The market opportunity was identified by a large
Swedish manufacturer of marine diesel engines. They
were involved in some pilot projects with biodiesel, in
collaboration with a ferry boat customer. SC46 wanted
to promote itself and acquire the marine diesel
manufacturer as a customer. …”

23

SD47

“…In 2004 the space activities of the company were
sold to the UK company... it down-scaled its staff from
150 to 15 people…”
“…foundation of Masters in Innovation in 2008, which
accelerated activities in design and innovation
consultancy…”

Swedish
In.Agency (official
agent)

innovative product

Master of Inn.
Internationalization
strategy

Table 18. The process view of changes for reactive SMEs (group A) – Part 3: CHANGES
(data + categorization)
PROCESS VIEW FOR GROUP A (REACTIVE) - CHANGES
N

NAME

CHANGES (data from text)

1

FG04

2

SD09

“…idea to set up a consortium for an EU project aimed
at developing a promising innovative technology for the
mass market, together with a large manufacturer and
leading research centres…”
“…To grow on this competitive market, the company
decided to adopt a mainstream strategy by investing in
significantly improving their offer while maintaining their
prices at a level that the market would accept. The feature
of the new product, which is still under development,
should allow the company to strengthen its position and
enter into the mass market for wheelchairs…”
“…able to utilize its knowledge and expertise and create
a new innovative product in collaboration with the
national
university…”

6

SE60

CHANGES
(Category)
innovative
technology for the
mass market

new strategy
product innovation

growing expertise

“…managed to advance its knowledge in managing new product
large-scale and complex projects, to manage conflicts
and mitigate against the loss of trust, as well as to find
65

10

SE04

8

SE07

11

SC98

12

SD13

13

SC31

14

SE11

solutions to understand and meet the motivations and
expectations of the product's end users…”
“…in 2011 the new SE04 s.r.l. was founded and part of
the personnel moved to the new company to try to refocus
their innovation potential…”
new company
“…SE04 banked on being able to find a niche area and find a niche area
set about developing LED lighting technologies to
improve the quality of air and light in indoor spaces…”
marketed as high“…From then on they were marketed as high-end end products
products and a differentiation strategy was favoured
specially in the case of the biofilm detector…”
differentiation
strategy
“…revised business model approach that focuses on
fulfilling the needs of a customer while searching for revised business
other customers with similar problems to offer a model approach
standardized solution…”
“…One of the programme's requirements was to involve
other European partners. Industrial and institutional
involve other
partners from Greece, Romania, Germany (University of
European partners
Cologne) and Italy (University of Florence) became
involved in the project…”
“…expected that the company will start to grow
considerably…”
management (new
CEO)
“…new CEO was recruited…”
“…All resources went into innovating the new own
brand…”
“…changed the sales points - from the catalogues and
hard discount retailers to specialized shops that would
value the products and have the knowledge to advise and innovating the new
sell the products well. had to re-establish their sales and brand
marketing networks and form new alliances across
several
different
countries…” changed sales
strategy
“…underwent a complete business model change: where
they sold, what they sold, with whom (clients) and the way OI
of selling…”
“…From then on open innovation was used to steer back
into positive figures…”

15

SD39

16

SD22

17

SC105

“…finding a bottom-up market opportunity - a lead
finding a lead
user/partner that could help them to get a foothold in a
partner
bigger market…”
new product
“…decided to convert the factory into the production of a
totally new product…”
production
(process) change
“…realized during their open innovation project…”
“…realized during their open innovation project that it OI
was not necessarily worthwhile to have certain skills inhouse, such as environmental testing and impact testing.
66

20

SC46

Such competences can always be acquired from external
research institutes…”
“…nitrogen oxide reduction. This changed the focus of
the company, and in 2000 it changed its name and
new brand
completed an IPO…”
“…adapting their system for applications in shipping…”

23

SD47

completion of IPO

system adaptation
“…Malaysia, South Korea, Japan and North America.
With the new business, the company's markets are to be
scale-up
found in northern Europe, especially Sweden and
Norway…”
“…in 2014 began its internationalization strategy and
opened an office in the Netherlands and became the internationalization
international ESA (European Space Agency) broker…”

Table 19. The process view of changes for proactive SMEs (group B) – Part 1: INNER
FORCES (data + categorization)
PROCESS VIEW FOR GROUP B (PROACTIVE) – INNER FORCES
N

3

NAME

SD43

INNER FORCES (data from text)
“…idea was presented to the farmers by the Innovation
Support Centre for Agriculture, which also helped with
project management…”
“…saw the opportunity from customer feedback which
wanted to have more local products available from
regional farmers at their sales point. …”

4

SD44

“…after father's retirement, capacity was gradually
scaled up to over 1 200 sows with the help of several fulltime employees…”
“…If they were able to create a different label for their
meat, they could go to specialty retailers who were able to
offer higher margins. …”
“…small team with a technical background who, in 2011,
decided to acquire an existing company founded in 1999,
which is specialized in industrial coatings…”

FORCES
(Category)

Customer
external support

change of
management

new vision of
business

5

SD48

“…Led by a new vision of the business, the new ownership
decided to invest a lot in innovating the production
process by introducing innovative machinery and
changing the business model…”

7

FG29

“…strategic reorientation to generate new revenues by
opening up its innovation process…”

Strategic

“…participation as coordinator of the R&D project gave
rise to the new idea…”

R&D project
(idea)

“…there are only two solutions available on the market.
…”

market
opportunity

9

SE26

open innovation
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18

SC30

“…The brothers, owners of several successful and
growing business-to-business ventures, bought the
company. They saw great potential in the developing
market for optical sensors and applications for several
types of industries…”

market
opportunity

“…During their studies they acquired a lot of knowledge
of web-based projects, visualization and developing
games. …”
19

SC12

“…2007 Tomi and Toni founded SC12 together with
Pekka, who became main designer. …”

management

“…a need for gamification and 3D model expertise to
carry out some work…”
21

22

24

SC21

“…After a few years of activity another two former coworkers joined the company. With fresh capital and skills,
the core team started to work on new product lines…”

fresh capital
new skills

EE45

“…CEO's sons completed their education several years
ago, they joined the company. And many young specialists
came with them solving a long-standing human resources
problem…”

new human
resource

SD46

“…Information from a commercial attache at the British
Embassy in Paris led him to contact an entrepreneur in
the UK who was manufacturing a revolutionary punctureproof tyre sealant…”

networking
(information)

Table 20. The process view of changes for proactive SMEs (group B) – Part 2: CHALLENGE
(data + categorization)
PROCESS VIEW FOR GROUP B (PROACTIVE) – CHALLENGE
N

3

NAME

SD43

CHALLENGE (data from text)
“…strategic challenge lay in offering a wide variety of
local and fresh farm products at a single location and at a
competitive price, bearing in mind the pressure on
margins…”

CHALLENGE
(Category)

Competition
pricing

“…To achieve it at a competitive price level was also a
challenge. …”

4

5

SD44

SD48

“…market is very competitive, with farmers having to
contend even with negative margins in some years. Those
based in western Europe have to compete with farmers in
regions where costs are significantly cheaper…”

Competition

“…To differentiate from low quality pork meat, they
wanted to create a sufficiently different quality of meat to
the point where they would be able to market it at higher
margins. …”

differentiation

“…Forced by economic factors, productivity is a key
issue for coating users who need to reduce the cycle time
and their costs while ensuring high quality…”

economic factor
(productivity)

68

7

FG29

“…becoming more flexible and to set up a service
delivery model with a short lead time both for standard
and complex requests…”

meet the
requirements
(service)

“…difficulty of finding the right formula to meet customer
standards, to be flexible in this field entails having strong
specialized expertise and the capability to perform inhouse testing, including for customized products, which
require specific high-cost facilities…”

expertise/skills

“…Being a micro-company which is mainly technologydriven (7 employees), the main obstacles to business
growth are the organizational constraints…”

organizational

“…Starting in 2007, the company launched its first RID
projects (Research, Innovation and Development)
believing in the strength of sharing skills and expertise
with universities, research centres and large industrial
groups. The collaborative R&D projects brought various
benefits to FG29…”

resources
size

open up

“…moved from closed to open innovation practices…”
9

SE26

“…to find a partner who could not only offer specific
technical expertise, but could also share their vision…”

partner having
the expertise and
vision
developing skills

18

SC30

“…challenge of developing top-level skills, while at the
same time reaching the goals set for production…”

19

SC12

“…sales, as the founders had no particular experience in
either of these areas…”

lack of expertise

21

SC21

“…a suite of software able to analyze data in the farming
sector was missing in Europe…”

new product

“…later: challenge of scaling-up…”

scale-up

reach the
productivity
goals

“…limited marketing budgets, so the only way to stand
out is to create products that can speak for themselves…”

22

EE45

“… to develop new products with limited R&D
capacity…”
“…meeting industrial production requirements, such as
long shelf life, consistent quality as well as retaining the
taste and texture of the home product…”

limited resources
meet the
requirements
lack of expertise

understanding the scientists they were working with…”
24

SD46

opportunity to manufacture a whole new product line that
potentially has a huge market, i.e. all road and off-road
vehicles worldwide…”

market
opportunity

Table 21. The process view of changes for proactive SMEs (group B) – Part 3: CHANGE
(data + categorization)
PROCESS VIEW FOR GROUP B (PROACTIVE) – CHANGE
69

N

NAME

CHANGE
(Category)

CHANGE (data from text)
“…concept of a joint business model to:
- Expand their point-of-sales network and increase the
availability of their offerings;
- Expand the product portfolio at each point-of-sales…”

3

SD43

“…Upgrade their logistics efficiency by developing a
'pick, drive and deliver' logistics concept key investments
and development features included:
• A joint investment in a refrigerated van;
• An ICT system to enable planning and coordination of
the new 'pick, drive and deliver' concept…”
“…To create this new product concept (a new type of
high-end pork meat) the farmer initially entered into a
partnership with two other farms…”

4

SD44

“…Since the farmers did not have sufficient knowledge
and experience of nutritional and taste testing equipment
and processes they formed a partnership with a university
professor…”
“…team decided to adopt new process technologies
(machineries and related licenses) from large
manufacturers…”

5

SD48

“…to use the new process technologies on PVD and DLC
coating formulas, the company was able to sign related
non-exclusive licensing agreements with large
manufacturers…”
“…company was inspired to start a new open innovation
programme to strengthen and expand its portfolio of intra
logistics solutions and Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV)
and to start a new line in robotics…”

7

FG29

“…plan was to implement a technological gatekeeper
mechanism adapted to the needs of the SME and to
initiate collaborations…”
“…The case illustrates the change in networks,
organizational structure, evaluation process and
knowledge management systems which become
necessary…”

9

SE26

“…Because of its small size, it adopted an agile
methodology in its operations by utilizing their extensive
technical know-how, as well as training themselves to
solve any technical problem that might occur during the
project…”
“…Instead of following a path that had been traced for
the past 45 years, it decided to think out of the box and
take a risk in a new venture in an unfamiliar field…”

18

SC30

“…company started developing specialist skills in the
field of optoelectronics, serving businesses on an
international market…”

business model
logistic concept

new product
concept
partnership

new process
technologies
licesing
agreements

OI
new product
organizational
structure

new
methodology
new venture in
an unfamiliar
field

new skills
(human
resources)

70

“…Innovation is becoming increasingly important,
especially for business diversification…”

innovation as a
driver
business
diversification

19

21

SC12

SC21

“…When it turned out that their games were not as
successful as they would have liked, the company's focus
shifted fully to developing virtual platforms and web 3D
technologies - and so from the B2C to the B2B sector…”
“…to build up knowledge in these two sectors, the team
participated in several EU projects and, as a follow up,
two main product lines were launched…”
“…decided to invest their resources in innovating their
portfolio…”

22

24

EE45

SD46

alternative
product
shift to B2B
new product
invest resources
in innovation

“…established a laboratory for cereal research, where
the analysis of cereals could be performed and where new
products were developed…”

growing
expertise

“…Mr Friberg acquired the rights/confidential know-how
to manufacture and sell the water-based tyre sealant
alongside two other entrepreneurs, one in South Africa
and another in New Zealand…”

acquired the
rights to
manufacture

new product line

new product

71

